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The Xythos/Blackboard File Bridge Extension (XBFB) enables instructors using the Blackboard 
system in their teaching to take advantage of features within their Xythos accounts, providing 
greater convenience and time-saving in distributing resources to students via their Blackboard 
course sites.  XBFB also could be used to allow a group of instructors, or even an entire 
institution, to distribute one or more particular resources within multiple courses, without 
proliferating copies of the resource among the several Blackboard course sites.  XBFB allows 
students and instructors with accounts in the Xythos system to quickly access Xythos from 
Blackboard without requiring a second login. 

Linking Xythos Resources Into Your Blackboard Course  

Any resource file that you as an instructor have access to within Xythos can be made accessible 
to students in your Blackboard course site, without requiring you to copy and then re-upload that 
resource into the Blackboard system or to change file permissions in Xythos.    

To allow your students to retrieve your Xythos file(s) from within one of their Blackboard content 
areas, follow these steps: 

1. Open your Blackboard course site, then open the Control Panel. 

2. Click on one of your content areas (e.g., “Assignments” or “Course Documents”). 

3. The gray “Add” toolbar near the top offers a pulldown menu on the right, with a list of 
objects that may be added into the content area.  Click the arrow to open the menu.  
(Note that within the illustrations here, the institution has branded its Xythos service as 
“Depot.”)   

 

4. Click on the line “Add File Bridge Links” (“Add Depot Links” in the above) to select it, 
then click on the “Go” button. 

5. You will be presented with a page labeled “Add File Bridge Links,”  listing the folders and 
files in the Home Directory of your Xythos account, with a toolbar at the top providing 
four tools: “Up,” “Add to Cart,” “See Cart,” and “Make Links.”  This page offers a 
shopping cart metaphor for selecting files and/or folders (directories) that make links to 
the Xythos resource(s) in your Blackboard course.  
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6. Folders will appear first on your list, and are active links – you can click on a folder name 
to view its contents.  The “Up” tool allows you to navigate up the directory tree to a folder 
that is a parent of the one you are currently viewing. 

7. Click on the checkboxes next to items (which can be either folders or files) to select 
them for adding to your shopping cart.  Selecting a folder will provide links to all the files 
and subfolders within that folder on your Blackboard course site. 

 

8. Clicking on a folder name or the “Up” tool will allow you to navigate among your various 
folders.  Click on “Make Links” to create the links in the Blackboard course.   Once 
checking that you have made the choices you intended, click on “Make Links” again to 
confirm them. 

9. In the resulting display, you are able to modify the “Display Name,” which can provide a 
name for the link that better expresses its content to your students.  

 

10. If a folder is selected, you are presented with the option of creating either a “Link” to that 
folder or a “Bridge.”  A link will result in students seeing the entire content of the folder.  
Selecting a “Bridge,” if the students in your class have accounts on the Xythos system, 
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will present the folder within the full Xythos Web User Interface, inside the Blackboard 
content frame. 

 

11. Click OK to complete the process of adding the links to your Blackboard site.  (If the 
course site content is copied to another site, the links will need to be re-created. You can 
minimize this consequence by organizing desired folders and files into a single folder 
within Xythos.)   

Links created by the XBFB utilize an internal ticketing mechanism, allowing an instructor to 
expose Xythos files from within Blackboard without concern for user permissions as they are set 
in Xythos.  The tickets are highly secure, both time-sensitive and set so that they cannot be 
used outside the Blackboard context. 

The Xythos Bridge Tool 

The XBFB extension also provides a tool for students to go directly to their Xythos home folders 
from within Blackboard, without requiring a second login.  As with the Bridge option described in 
#10 above, use of the tool requires that the students have valid Xythos accounts.  The full 
Xythos interface will appear within the Blackboard frame, as shown above. 
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